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Introduction 

My name is Michael DePaolo and I am the Founder of Covivitas. Many years ago, I was 

asked by a community clinic in California to create an automated system to check 

MediCal eligibility for their patients. Over time, this system evolved into The Covivitas 

eChecker®. The eChecker® is now in place in over 100 community clinics, dental 

practices, home health services and behavioral health agencies throughout the United 

States. The Covivitas eChecker® helps these organizations streamline their patient 

registration, locate encounters that could be billed to MediCal and track changes in 

patient eligibility and status. The Covivitas eChecker® has become a powerful tool that 

helps clinics like yours every day. 

This user guide is meant to help you use The Covivitas eChecker® to its fullest. The user 

guide will show you how the eChecker® works, how it can be implemented and how it 

can help your clinic on a daily basis. The guide includes output samples, policy 

descriptions and technical information that will allow you to confidently use the 

Covivitas eChecker® going forward. 

When my loyal assistant Beaker heard that I was working on a 

user guide, he wanted to help! You’ll see him in the manual, 

from time to time, sharing interesting facts about computers, 

technology and health. He hopes you will enjoy these little 

tidbits and is very happy to have a chance to meet everyone.  

Thank you for your interest in The Covivitas eChecker® and I 

hope you enjoy reading this User Guide as much as I enjoyed 

writing it. 

Sincerely, 

Michael DePaolo 

Founder, Covivitas 

  

Beaker – From an old print 
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Chapter 1 – What is the Covivitas eChecker® 

The Covivitas eChecker® is a fully automated eligibility verification system that fully 

integrates with Exym.  The Covivitas eChecker® is a proven reliable solution - and has 

been for a long time. It has been operating since 2004 providing accurate and timely 

MediCal Responses for clinics throughout the United States. Our clients provide 

behavioral health services, home health care and dental services. Some are also 

FQHCs, Community Clinics and hospitals providing outpatient and emergency services 

to their patients.  

 

The best thing about the eChecker® is that it is FULLY automated. That means it runs 

every night and provides verifiable MediCal output without any extra work for you. It 

runs while you sleep and the results are automatically loaded and integrated with 

Exym. This allows the eChecker® to directly help with your clinic work process. And 

since the Covivitas eChecker® is fully hosted by Covivitas, there are no technical 

demands whatsoever on your clinic. Just log into Exym after 7:00 AM PST and the 

results will be there for you, ready to go! 

 

The eChecker® was developed with the help of community clinics and their input was 

interesting, challenging and invaluable.  One of the things that Covivitas learned early 

on in the development process – and one of the things that has held true since – is that 

the challenges of community clinics are very similar regardless of location or services 

provided. If you’re in LA or Sacramento, San Francisco or Parlier, even Pennsylvania or 

Hawaii, this is constant: 

 

When we look at patient eligibility, all clinics are looking at the same four basic issues: 

 

1. Daily Demands – How do we efficiently and accurately find out a patient’s 

eligibility on a DAILY basis? 

2. Patient Outreach – How can we identify the patients that are not currently 

enrolled in MediCal and see if they can be engaged to apply for MediCal 

services? 
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3. Billing Flow – How do we make sure the correct claims are going to the correct 

payer sources? And how can we streamline the identification of these payer 

sources? 

4. Retroactive Eligibility – is there a way we can manage the gap between patient 

visits and acknowledgement of enrollment in MediCal / Medicaid? Is there a way 

we can analyze visits from 3 months, 6 months or even a year ago? 

 

If these are challenges for your clinic, then the Covivitas eChecker® be able to help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Beaker Says: 

The average phone now has more computing power than the computers 

used for the Apollo 11 moon landing, according to info from NASA. 

However, MY phone only has as much computing power as a 19th 

century rowboat!  

And I don’t think this is a real iPhone! 
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Chapter 2 – How does the Covivitas 

eChecker® work? 

The Covivitas eChecker® runs 7 days a week – even holidays – to provide the most 

accurate eligibility results available. 

Every night, The Covivitas eChecker® receives a file for your clinic from Exym. The 

contents of the source file vary based on the date: 

On the 1
st

 and 15
th

 of the month: 

The eChecker verifies all active patients on the 1
st

 and 15
th

 of the month.  

An active patient is anyone that has a visit in the last 90 days – what we would 

consider a current client… 

 

OR 

 

Anyone without a visit date but has a future appointment – someone we would 

consider an upcoming or new or first time client. 

 

The source file query also looks at the discharge date. If a patient has a discharge date, 

they’re considered a former patient so we don’t check them. 

 

On the remaining days of the month: 

The Covivitas eChecker®will check new, not eligible and incomplete clients on all the 

other days.  

A new client is one that has been added to the client list after the 1
st

 or 15
th

 of the 

month. 

A not eligible client is any client that comes back with a “negative” MediCal eligibility 

message such as SUBSCRIBER NOT FOUND, INVALID ID, or NO RECORDED ELIGIBILITY 

for a specific date. 
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An incomplete client would one that has all 9s for the Social Security number, for 

example – or other data issues that doesn’t allow their record to be validated by 

MediCal. If there are changes or updates to the patient, we can then capture their 

correct eligibility and send the response to Exym. 

If you have programs or certain individuals you don’t want us to review – crisis 

intervention, teen or youth confidential programs for example - please let us know and 

we’ll work with Exym to take them off the query. 

 

Exym has an excellent article about the setup and integration of the eChecker with 

Exym. It goes into great detail about patient setup, authorization numbers and other 

setup and data questions. The article is available here on the Exym website: 

https://www.exym.org/hc/en-us/articles/4435707146907-Covivitas-Integration 
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The eChecker checks eligibility using both the MediCal ID – BIC Number and the Social 

Security Number – which the traditional 270 – 271 can’t do.  So, as long as you have: 

 

A valid date of birth 

 

And 

 

Either a valid MediCal ID  

 

Or 

 

A valid SSN 

 

Your client can be checked. 

 

Unlike the 270/271 transaction, the eChecker does NOT require a date of issue.  

 

  

Beaker Says: 

In June of 2015, a chatbot program called “Eugene Goostman” persuaded 33% 

of human interrogators that it was actually a 13-year-old boy making it the 

first piece of software to pass the Turing test, named after computer pioneer 

and WW II hero Alan Turing.  He predicted in 1950 that by the year 2000 a 

computer would play the imitation game well enough that “an average 

interrogator will not have more than a 70 % chance of making the right 

identification after 5 minutes of questioning” 

Now, if we could only teach a super computer to pick Lotto 

numbers…correctly! 



 

Chapter 3 – What is the output from th

Covivitas eChecker®?

Covivitas and Exym work together daily to gather data for processing and distribute 

results before 7:00 AM PST. The daily output includes:

• MediCal eligibility responses directly uploaded to Exym

• PDF MediCal Proof of Eligibility r

One of the best features of the eChecker is its full integration with Exym.

query is run and the information is processed by Covivitas, the results are 

automatically uploaded to Exym. You don’t have to do anything.

The results appear in a few places in Exym 

Authorization Numbers field: 

The details from the results appear in the 

that the funding status in this example is 

of positive MediCal eligibility. The funding status changes automatically, so if someone 

is new or if their demographic or insurance data has been updated or changed, a 

patient can change from RED to 

clients every day.  

What is the output from th

Covivitas eChecker®? 

Covivitas and Exym work together daily to gather data for processing and distribute 

results before 7:00 AM PST. The daily output includes: 

MediCal eligibility responses directly uploaded to Exym 

PDF MediCal Proof of Eligibility responses 

One of the best features of the eChecker is its full integration with Exym.

query is run and the information is processed by Covivitas, the results are 

automatically uploaded to Exym. You don’t have to do anything. 

in a few places in Exym – the MediCal message appears in the 

 

The details from the results appear in the Funding Status Details screen

that the funding status in this example is GREEN which means the client has 

of positive MediCal eligibility. The funding status changes automatically, so if someone 

is new or if their demographic or insurance data has been updated or changed, a 

to GREEN midmonth - since we run the not eligible
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What is the output from the 

Covivitas and Exym work together daily to gather data for processing and distribute the 

One of the best features of the eChecker is its full integration with Exym. So, once the 

query is run and the information is processed by Covivitas, the results are 

the MediCal message appears in the 

  

screen.  You can see 

which means the client has some type 

of positive MediCal eligibility. The funding status changes automatically, so if someone 

is new or if their demographic or insurance data has been updated or changed, a 

not eligible 

 



 

The Covivitas eChecker® output

response. This is a print out of the new “stoplight” 

2022. We should really call this

has been cleared by MediCal and has passed audits.  

print out – it prints the screen to the file as a PD

information on the proof of eligibility will match y

 

The PDF proof of eligibility is loaded i

Here’s an example of the PDF proof of eligibility

 

The Covivitas eChecker® output also include a PDF Medi-Cal Proof of Eligibility 

int out of the new “stoplight” form that came on line in January of 

We should really call this MediCal Approved Proof of Eligibility. T

has been cleared by MediCal and has passed audits.  The Proof of Eligbiliy

it prints the screen to the file as a PDF. It’s not a re-creation. So, 

information on the proof of eligibility will match your data record in Exym exactly!

PDF proof of eligibility is loaded into the Client Documents screen:

Here’s an example of the PDF proof of eligibility:  
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Cal Proof of Eligibility 

form that came on line in January of 

ibility. The PDF form 

The Proof of Eligbiliy is a true 

creation. So, the 

ecord in Exym exactly! 

nto the Client Documents screen:  

 



 

Twice monthly Excel Summary Report

So many of our best ideas and features come from suggestions from 

twice monthly Excel summary report

comprehensive report of all the records that we run on the 

an Excel report that details and categorizes all the MediCal response

Covivitas eChecker®: 

The report includes comparisons between the months 

important to not only know someone’s MediCal enrollment status today 

VERY important to know if their status has changed over the la

report helps you check that: 

Twice monthly Excel Summary Report 

So many of our best ideas and features come from suggestions from our clients. The 

twice monthly Excel summary report is a perfect example of that! A client wanted a 

comprehensive report of all the records that we run on the 1
st

 and 15
th

xcel report that details and categorizes all the MediCal responses from the 

he report includes comparisons between the months – we all know it’s VERY 

important to not only know someone’s MediCal enrollment status today 

VERY important to know if their status has changed over the last month 
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our clients. The 

is a perfect example of that! A client wanted a 
th

, so we created 

s from the 

 

we all know it’s VERY 

important to not only know someone’s MediCal enrollment status today – but it’s also 

st month – and this 

 



 

The report also includes tabs for other client categories like No Eligibility, OHI, Share of 

Cost, Medi Medi and out of county, which are important 

 The report can be broken out by locati

through Sharefile, which is a Citrix HIPAA compliant drop box. Covivitas provides you 

and your staff access to a clinic specific Sharefile account, free of charge! To add staff 

to your clinic’s Sharefile folder, just send us an email at 

the staff member’s first and last name and their email address and we’ll set them up 

immediately with folder access.

There are also reports resident in 

created by Exym and allow the eChecker® user to

 

  

The report also includes tabs for other client categories like No Eligibility, OHI, Share of 

t, Medi Medi and out of county, which are important things to know!

The report can be broken out by location and it is distributed directly from Covivitas 

through Sharefile, which is a Citrix HIPAA compliant drop box. Covivitas provides you 

inic specific Sharefile account, free of charge! To add staff 

der, just send us an email at covivitas@covivitas.com

the staff member’s first and last name and their email address and we’ll set them up 

immediately with folder access. 

There are also reports resident in the Exym System Reports menu. These reports were 

created by Exym and allow the eChecker® user to check the results on a daily basis:
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The report also includes tabs for other client categories like No Eligibility, OHI, Share of 

things to know! 

 

on and it is distributed directly from Covivitas 

through Sharefile, which is a Citrix HIPAA compliant drop box. Covivitas provides you 

inic specific Sharefile account, free of charge! To add staff 

covivitas@covivitas.com with 

the staff member’s first and last name and their email address and we’ll set them up 

. These reports were 

check the results on a daily basis:  

 



 

 

If you have any ideas for improvements to the report 

please let us know. Our best ideas always come from you, the client, and we love to 

hear what you have to say. 

 

 

  

Beaker Says:

The first computer programmer wa

was the only child of the poet Lord Byron and his wife Lady Byron, a 

mathematician. Ada was also an expert mathematician and suggested to 

Charles Babbage that he should use a binary number system in his 

Analytical engine 

was also the very first operator of Babbage's Analytical Engine.

Perhaps she was a friend of my ancestor, John Quincy Beaker!

 

If you have any ideas for improvements to the report – or maybe an idea for a new tab, 

t ideas always come from you, the client, and we love to 

Beaker Says: 

The first computer programmer was Lady Augusta Ada Lovelace. She 

was the only child of the poet Lord Byron and his wife Lady Byron, a 

mathematician. Ada was also an expert mathematician and suggested to 

Charles Babbage that he should use a binary number system in his 

Analytical engine - the 0s and 1s which we still use today! Lady Lovelace 

was also the very first operator of Babbage's Analytical Engine.

Perhaps she was a friend of my ancestor, John Quincy Beaker!
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or maybe an idea for a new tab, 

t ideas always come from you, the client, and we love to 

s Lady Augusta Ada Lovelace. She 

was the only child of the poet Lord Byron and his wife Lady Byron, a 

mathematician. Ada was also an expert mathematician and suggested to 

Charles Babbage that he should use a binary number system in his 

the 0s and 1s which we still use today! Lady Lovelace 

was also the very first operator of Babbage's Analytical Engine. 

Perhaps she was a friend of my ancestor, John Quincy Beaker! 
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Chapter 4 –How does the Covivitas eChecker® 

pick a record? 

One of the great strengths of the Covivitas eChecker® is that it can check a patient's 

MediCal eligibility based on either MediCal ID / BIC Number OR Social Security 

number! This can be very helpful for clients who have incorrect or missing MediCal IDs 

but have valid Social Security numbers. This is often the case with self pay and sliding 

fee patients as well as with patient aging, missed claims and retroactive verification. 

 

When a patient has both a BIC number and an SSN, two responses are created on the 

Covivitas side.  Covivitas returns the most valid record of the two: 

 

BIC/CIN Response SSN Response eChecker® Returns 

Positive Positive BIC/CIN Record 

Positive Negative BIC/CIN Record 

Negative Positive SSN Record 

Negative Negative BIC/CIN Record 

 

 

A Positive response would be any response that shows some sort of MediCal 

enrollment, including MediCal, Medi-Medi, MediCal Managed Care, Family Pact and 

other services. 

 

Negative response would include NO ELIGIBILITY FOUND FOR DATE, SUBSCRIBER NOT 

FOUND and the Covivitas BAD RECORD response, which indicates that a record could 

not be run for data issues such as a missing date of birth or incorrectly formatted BIC 

number. 
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MediCal includes the 14 digit BIC number with the SSN response. In the first and third 

case in the table above, Covivitas will fill the MediCal ID Supplied by the SSN and the 

Issue Date Supplied by SSN columns on the Excel report with the information provided 

by the SSN response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Beaker Says: 

Computers are used to help make movies all the time today – from big 

budget Hollywood blockbusters to cat videos on Youtube. The first 

movie to use CGI (Computer Generated Images) was 1973’s Westworld, 

which stars Yul Brynner as an android in a futuristic Western-themed 

amusement park. The movie used CGI to simulate the heavily pixilated 

vision of the robots. 

Beaker read for the part of Cranky Puppet #2 – but he didn’t get it! 
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Chapter 5 –How does the Covivitas eChecker® 

work with MediCal dates of issue? 

Many times, you may not have a stored date of issue available for a patient when you 

want to check their MediCal eligibility. The Covivitas eChecker® has a solution for this 

common problem. 

If you are running a check using the 270/271 system, you would not be able to receive 

eligibility information using a MediCal BIC number without a matching issue date. 

But, by using the Covivitas eChecker®,  you can check MediCal eligibility without an 

issue date - and you can also check using a patient's Social Security number. 

When a 14 digit BIC number is supplied, the Covivitas eChecker® uses the  the last 4 

digits of the BIC number as the date of issue. This is often referred to as the "Julian" 

date of issue. For example, if the MediCal BIC number is 90123456A74033 then the 

date of issue is February 2, 2014.  

 - The 4 in 4033 represents 2014 

 - The 033 in 4033 represents 33 days from January 1.  

The Covivitas eChecker® translates this internally and uses that date as the Issue Date 

for that record. 

However, if: 

 - The translated date from the 14 character BIC Number is not a valid date 

- The translated date from the 14 character BIC Number is a date in the 

future 

- The MediCal ID / BIC Number checked is 10 characters and not 14 

characters 

- The eligibility is checked using the SSN and not the MediCal ID / BIC 

Number 
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Then, the date of issue used by the Covivitas eChecker® defaults to the current date. 

There is no change in the data returned if the Covivitas eChecker® uses the current 

date and it allows us to check all records with a valid MediCal ID or BIC Number or SSN 

and a valid date of birth 

 

You can choose whether or not to use the date of issue attached to the 14 digit 

BIC/CIN number. If you do not feel confident in the dates of issue entered in your 

system, you can request that we bypass the Julian date attached and the Covivitas 

eChecker® will just use today’s date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Beaker Says: 

Mark Twain claimed to be the first author to use the typewriter, and his 

entire manuscript for Life on the Mississippi was submitted to the 

publisher in typeface. But, despite his early infatuation with the 

“newfangled typing machine,” Twain quickly became frustrated with 

the typewriter and went back to writing his great works with a pen. 

“Be sure to visit the Covivitas website at www.covivitas.com to learn 

more about Covivitas products and services!” – Mark Twain 
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Chapter 6 –How can the Covivitas eChecker® 

be used in my clinic? 

 

The Covivitas eChecker® is a very versatile tool. It can not only identify who is enrolled 

in MediCal, it can also tell you what type of MediCal they have, what their aid codes 

are, what county they’re enrolled in and if there are any changes in their enrollment. 

So, having a good policy for using such a powerful tool is very important. 

 

Different clinics use the Covivitas eChecker® in different ways: 

 

Some clinics will focus on patients that do not have MediCal, because it’s just as 

important to know who isn’t enrolled in MediCal as to know who is. This gives the 

clinic a chance to contact the patient and see if they can be enrolled in MediCal 

services. 

 

Other clinics focus on changes in MediCal enrollment from month to month. These 

changes are highlighted in the twice monthly Excel report. Sometimes a patient’s Type 

of MediCal will change between months – from Share of Cost to Straight MediCal, for 

example. These changes need to be addressed and the Covivitas eChecker® helps you 

with that task. 

 

Changes in Primary and Secondary Aid Codes are also important to track. Certain aid 

codes qualify the patient for certain services and if these codes change, they could be 

eligible for different services.  

 

The same is also true of county codes. A quick check of the Out of County tab will show 

which patients in your rolls are from a county other than your home county or 

counties.  
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Large clinics with multiple sites may have a single person assigned to examine eligibility 

while at a smaller clinic, eligibility verification may be one of many duties for staff. 

Rural clinics have different needs and sometimes provide different services than urban 

clinics. But regardless of the type or size of the clinic, or of the services provided, the 

Covivitas eChecker® can help shape your eligibility verification policy by being efficient, 

timely and accurate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Beaker Says: 

The first automated car navigation system was Honda’s Electro Gyro-

Cator. This system used a combination of a computer, transparent maps 

and helium to help the driver navigate around town. The cost of this 

device in 1981? $2,746 – which was almost a quarter of the price of the 

car! 

Cap’n Beaker navigates by the stars. That’s why his boats always sink! 
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Chapter 7 – What else can the eChecker do?  

 

The Covivitas eChecker® is very flexible when it comes to checking MediCal eligibility. 

Not only can it check based on SSN as well as MediCal ID (and not only can it check 

without a date of issue), it can also check eligibility based on any date of service up to 

one year back! This makes the eChecker® a very effective tool for verifying retroactive 

MediCal eligibility. 

Due to the increased volume of MediCal enrollees and recipients, it sometimes takes 

the state a few weeks – or a few months – to add the new MediCal patients to the 

master list in Sacramento. A patient who was initially viewed as self pay or sliding fee 

may not be seen as a MediCal patient by the state system for a little while, even if they 

are fully enrolled in MediCal. 

This is also a great process for aged accounts. If you have a lot of encounters that do 

not have claims attached – that are in your account aging – that are self pay – you can 

run that list through the eChecker to see if the patients were enrolled in MediCal for 

that date of service and can be potentially billed. Using the Covivitas eChecker to check 

your patient aging retroactively allows you to find any missed chances that may have 

slipped by during your busy day. 

We know that no matter what their funding source, a patient will receive the best care 

possible from your clinic – and you should be very proud of that! We just want to make 

sure that you receive the correct reimbursement for your services and that the billing 

is going to the right place. 

Covivitas also uses the eChecker® to work on special projects.  
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Chapter 8 - How do I contact Covivitas?  

 

We always love to hear from our clients. If you have any questions, comments or 

suggestions about the Covivitas eChecker®, please feel free to contact us at: 

 

Covivitas@covivitas.com  

 

We also have a comprehensive website that includes product information, samples, 

testimonials and success stories: 

 

www.covivitas.com 

 

Give it a look – we’d love to hear what you think! 

 

And, if you’d like to say “Hi!” to Beaker, you can email him directly 

at: 

 

beaker@covivitas.com 

 

He always has time to answer your questions and help you use the 

Covivitas eChecker®! 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Michael DePaolo 

Founder, Covivitas 

 


